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Chapter 6- Natural Vegetation and Wildlife
I.

Choose the correct answer:
1. Tropical Evergreen Forests covers _______ of the surface of the Earth.
a) 3
b) 5
c) 6
d) 7
2. The Tropical Rainforests are also known as _______ Forests.
a) Monsoon
b) Orchards
c) Taiga
d) Tundra
3. Tropical grassland in Africa are called:
a) Campos
b) Llanos
c) Pampas
d) Savannah
4. Trees growing in _________ regions are evergreen with broad leaves, thick
barks and long roots:
a) Temperate
b) Tropical
c) Tundra
d) Mediterranean
5. ________ region have short and nutritious grasses:
a) Temperate
b) Tropical
c) Tundra
d) Taiga

II.

Fill in the blanks:-

a) Forest grow well in________&_________ climate.
b) Grasslands are found in regions of_____ rainfall.
c) ________&________ are found in tundra region.
d) Sal & teak are found in_______.
e) The______ forest are found in delta region.
f) The growth of the Vegetation depends on ____________ and ____________.
g) ____________ trees are found in Coniferous Forests.
h) Tropical evergreen forest in Brazil is called the ____________ of the earth.
i) The grasslands of Brazil is called ____________.
j) The type of natural vegetation found in polar region is ____________ vegetation.4
k) ____________ grasslands are found in Venezula.

l) ____________ is a polar animal.
m) ____________ means pure or untouched in the Russian language.
n) ____________ grass land are found in East Africa.
III.

Match the following:A
1) Prairies
2)Tiger
3) Thorny
4) Pines
5) Hot&wet

IV.

B
monsoon forest
coniferous forest
bushes equatorial forest
grassland
desert

Write the name of the forest for the following:

a)
b)
c)
d)

Eucalyptus, oak, maple
Mahogany, rubber, cinchona
Oranges, figs, olives
Teak, shisham, neem
e) Oak, chestnut
V.

Answer the following question:

a) What do you mean by natural vegetation? Name its various types.
b) Distinguish between:
i. Temperate Evergreen and Deciduous Forests.
ii. Mediterranean and Coniferous Forests
c) What do you understand by wildlife of a region? Give examples.

VI.

HOTS questions (Higher Order Thinking Skills):

a) Try and find out information about some endangered species in the world.
b) Desert and Polar regions have limited vegetation. Can you think of a reason why?
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I.

VERY SHORT-ANSWER TYPE:

Q1: Define media.
Q2: What do you find most useful about the internet?
Q3: Think and write of one thing that you have learned from media this week.
Q4: Give examples of print media.
Q5: Give examples of mass media.
Q6: Give examples of electronic media.
Q7: The technology used my mass media keeps on _____________________.
Q8: from the collage shown below identify four different kinds of media

Q9: How modernisation of media serves useful for us?
Q10: Television has enabled us to think of ourselves as members of larger global world.
True/False
Q11: How many people in your neighbourhood uses internet and why?
Q12: Most of the cartoons that we see on television are from _____________ and
__________.
Q13: Why advertisements are keep on repeating in cricket matches flashing on television?
Q14: How people opposes against government action or plan?
Q15: Information given by media should be
a) True
b) Fare
c) Balanced
d) All of the above
Q16: How the cost of advertising on a news channel is decided?
Q17: A is very popular news channel and B is less popular than A. Rajat wants to publish an
advertisement in A. Why do you think he wants to publish the advertisement in A?
Q18: An independent media means government should control and influence its coverage of
news. True / False
Q19: What do you mean by term independent media?

Q20: On television only those programmes are flashed that can attract lot of viewers. True /
False
Q21: What media is non- independent?
Q22: Which news will media flash :
Annual day celebration in a school or annual day celebration in a school where chief guest is
a famous politician
Q23: Name the state where khabar lahriya newspaper is running?
Q24: The newspaper khabar lahriya reaches
a) Farmers
b) School teacher
c) Panchayat members and shopkeepers
d) All of the above
Q25: The media decides what to focus on and in this way they sets agenda. True/False
Q26: What is local media?
Q27: Give Examples of local media.
II.

SHORT-ANSWER TYPE:

Q1: List five different products that are advertised during your favourite TV programme.
Q2: How media and money are interrelated?
Q3: Explain the role of media in democracy.
Q4: Why media is far from independent?
Q5: Define censorship.
Q6: Give example showing setting agendas in media.
Q7: What role does media played in awaking us about bad impacts of cola on our heath?
Q8: Why media is not interested in covering small issues that involve ordinary people and
their daily lives?
Q9: Setting agendas by media can affect democracy. Explain how?
Q10: Define the term broadcast.
III.

HOTS questions (Higher Order Thinking Skills):-

a) The media decides which stories to focus on. Do you think that the media plays a fair
role?
b) What would happen if there is no mass media?
c) A free media is necessary for democracy. Do you agree?

